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Ask a mechanic or construction worker 
what the key is to a successful job, and 
they’ll tell you it’s having the right 
tools. It’s no different when installing 
DCC decoders. Without the proper 
tools, you can wind up with short cir-
cuits, sloppy solder joints, or—even 
worse—damaged decoders. 

The tools shown here are some 
of the basics. You may have many of 
them at your workbench; others you 
may need to purchase. A good rule of 
thumb is to buy the highest quality 
tools you can afford. Yes, the up front 
expense may be a bit high, but when 
used correctly, these tools will last a 
lifetime. In the end, the right tools will 
make your decoder installations more 
professional and save you time. 

Hand tools
Even a basic decoder installation 
requires hand tools. A set of jeweler’s 

screwdrivers is a must for your work-
bench. Make sure the set includes 
straight slot and Phillips-head screw-
drivers in various sizes. The screwdriv-
ers are useful for removing screws that 
hold the body shell and draft gear 
boxes to the chassis and loosening the 
tabs that hold the shell in place. 

In addition to screwdrivers, you’ll 
want to invest in some specialty tools. 
A stripper designed for small-gauge 
wire will make it easier to remove insu-
lation. Though most strippers include 
wire cutters, they’re often too big for 
compact decoder installations. Instead, 
invest in a small pair of wire cutters 
that can get into tight spaces. Use the 
cutters only on copper wire, or you’ll 
damage the cutting edges. 

A couple of versatile tools are 
needlenose pliers and a bar clamp. The 
pliers are useful for forming and hold-
ing wire and small parts while solder-

ing. The clamp is handy for holding 
the halves of a split frame together 
while making cuts. All these hand tools 
are shown in 1. 

Electronic tools
There are electronic instruments, 2, 
that help eliminate the guesswork from 
decoder installation. At the top of the 
list is a digital multimeter. This tool 
reads DC volts for measuring light bulb 
and decoder function voltage, DC amps 
for determining stall and bulb current, 
and ohms for measuring continuity and 
resistor values. The multimeter should 
be capable of measuring current up to  
1 amp and 20 volts AC or DC. 

To get the most bang for your buck, 
purchase a multimeter with an AC 
setting. This will help you determine 
DCC track voltage and make sure 
power districts are in phase on your 
model railroad. 

Another read-out tool is the 
RRamp Meter from Tony’s Train 
Exchange. This device determines the 
voltage and current of a DCC signal. 
It’s also handy for determining the DC 
and DCC current draw before and 
after installing a decoder. The RRamp 
Meter also measures DCC voltage, 
making it a handy troubleshooting 
device. 

Soldering
Although the wires on many of today’s 
decoders are secured to circuit boards 
with plastic retainers, soldering is still 
the best way to achieve a reliable elec-
trical connection. Photo 3 shows an 
Ungarmatic controlled soldering sta-
tion. It features a heat-resistant holder 
for the iron and a sponge for cleaning 
the tip. Newer stations with the same 
features, as well as temperature control, 
are offered by Weller and Micro-Mark, 
among others. 

A variety of tools make decoder installation a snap, including needlenose pliers, 
screwdrivers, wire strippers, and a bar clamp. Jim Forbes photos 

Tips for installing 
decoders By Cody Grivno

Bar clamp

Wire strippers

Jeweler’s 
screwdriversNeedlenose pliers

1
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In addition to a quality soldering 
iron, you’ll need solder. Small-gauge 
(.025" to .032") flux-core solder 
works best for most decoder instal-
lations. Larger gauges of solder tend 
to flowinto circuit-board joints, caus-
ing short circuits and other problems. 
Acid-core solder isn’t safe for electrical 
connections, as the acid, when com-
bined with current flow, can lead to a 
cold or corroded joint over time. 

Putty and tape
Poster putty, double-sided foam tape, 
and electrical tape, 4, round out the 
tools list. If the decoder you install 
isn’t secured with tabs or screws, poster 
putty or foam tape will do the trick. 
Some useful sizes of foam tape include 
1⁄2" rolls, 1⁄2" x 1⁄2" squares, and 1" x 1" 
squares. You can find these items at 
most office supply stores or discount 
stores like Walmart, Target, or Kmart. 

Electrical tape can be used to cover 
the bottom of a decoder (to prevent 
an electrical short) or insulate engine 
frames. It’s also handy for covering 
soldered joints, although heat-shrink 
tubing is neater and more reliable over 
the long run. 

Miscellaneous items
There are some convenience items you 
can add to your workbench as well. 
Most of today’s locomotives are highly 
detailed. A foam locomotive cradle, 
such as the one from Bowser, 5, will 
protect your engine as you work on it. 

Decoder installation may require 
some math to calculate the value of 

configuration variables or dropping 
resistors. Having a calculator nearby 
makes it easier to figure these equa-
tions. Keep paper and a pencil handy to 
take notes. 

If you’ll be installing several decod-
ers, have a supply of commonly used 
parts, including color-coded wire in 
various gauges, light-emitting diodes, 
light bulbs, and resistors. 

To keep everything neat, I’d rec-
ommend getting a parts organizer 
(available in many styles and sizes at 
Lowe’s, The Home Depot, and other 
home improvement centers) or supply 
drawers (available at discount stores). 

Look for one with clear drawers, as it 
makes it easier to see what’s inside. You 
can fill the unused compartments with 
other items, such as screws, couplers, 
and wheelsets. 

It’s best to build up your tool inven-
tory over time. Start with the essentials, 
like jeweler’s screwdrivers, wire strip-
pers, a soldering iron, and solder. As 
you gain experience with DCC and 
tackle more complicated projects, you 
can add the specialized tools to your 
workbench. 

If you’re looking to make your next 
decoder installation easier and more 
enjoyable, give these tools a try.

A Tony’s Train Exchange RRamp Meter and digital multimeter are two tools that 
measure voltage and current. 

A quality soldering station is useful for 
many hobby tasks. An iron with a pencil 
tip is ideal for decoder installation. 

Poster putty and foam tape are used to 
install decoders; electrical tape insulates 
engine frames and covers wire joints. 

A foam locomotive cradle and a 
calculator are two convenience items to 
keep handy for decoder installations.

Calculator
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Electrical 
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Heat resistant 
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cleaning tip 
of iron

RRamp Meter

Digital multimeter
2

3 4 5
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The most common question I’m asked 
about Digital Command Control 
(DCC) is, “How much power do I 
need?” The question is usually followed 
by the layout owner telling me the size 
of his model railroad. Though size may 
give an indication, it doesn’t directly 
affect the power required. The more 
important factor is how many locomo-
tives will be run simultaneously. 

Types of layouts
A small layout representing a portion 
of a busy industrial area or a passenger 
terminal with many lighted passenger 
cars might require more power than a 
large layout representing a branch line 
only running one train at a time. 

Though modelers ask how much 

power they need, that’s not the correct 
term. Power is voltage multiplied by the 
current (amps) and is measured in watts. 
Since the voltage of a DCC system is 
more or less constant, the better ques-
tion is, “How much current do I need?” 

A typical DCC system includes a 
booster that’s either integrated into 
other system components or an addi-
tional box. It can supply anywhere from 
1 to 10 amps. Except for the most 
basic, almost all DCC systems support 
extra boosters. 

Each booster must be connected 
to a separate, isolated section of track. 
Unlike most DCC system components 
(except decoders), different brands of 
boosters can typically be mixed on 
a single layout and be driven by one 

command station. Consult manufac-
turer manuals on how to do this. 

Locomotives and decoders
Determining your layout’s current draw 
isn’t as simple as counting the number 
of locomotives on your model railroad 
and adding up the current, as shown in 
the illustration on page 17. If you just 
count locomotives, you’ll be spending 
more on DCC components than you 
need. What matters is the number of 
locomotives running at one time. 

Generally, the larger the scale, the 
more current the locomotive will draw. 
A locomotive with a heavy train going 
upgrade will draw more than that same 
locomotive running downgrade with 
just a caboose. 

Calculating power 
for a DCC system

The number of locomotives on your model railroad is just one of many considerations when figuring power for a Digital 
Command Control system. Bill Zuback  
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The age of the model is also 
another consideration. Older open-
frame motors draw more current than 
newer can motors. For instance, an old 
Hobbytown HO locomotive will likely 
pull everything out of the yard, includ-
ing the yard office. However, the origi-
nal Pittman motor may draw an amp 
or more, while its modern equivalent 
may draw less than half that. 

Sound decoders draw a lot of cur-
rent, but mostly when first powered up. 
There are capacitors on the decoder 
that store energy so sound isn’t inter-
rupted over dirty track. On initial 
power up, the capacitors need to be 
charged, causing a large current draw 
for a short amount of time. This is 
called “in-rush” current. 

I tested sound decoders from several 
manufacturers, and the most in-rush 
current I measured was about 150 mil-
liamps (mA), but only for a couple 
seconds. After the capacitors charged, 
an idling locomotive with the sound 
on drew less than 10mA. One decoder, 
with all sounds on at factory default 
volume levels, drew 40mA. 

Many decoder manufacturers 
produce motor-only decoders with 
capacitors designed to keep the motor 
running if track power is interrupted. 
These, too, have an in-rush current. 

In-rush current is what causes some 
DCC circuit breakers to not reset after 
tripping when there are sound-decoder 
locomotives on the track. Except for 
the most extreme circumstances, almost 
all DCC boosters can handle in-rush 
current. 

Lighting
Another source of current draw on a 
DCC system is lights on locomotives 
and in rolling stock like passenger 
cars and cabooses. The current draw 
of incandescent bulbs ranges from 20 
to 50 mA. Light-emitting diodes are 
usually about 20 to 30mA. A passenger 
terminal might have dozens of station-
ary cars, but lighted, increasing the 
total current draw. 

You might consider putting switches 
on your rolling stock to turn off lights 
that you don’t need. Another option 
is to put in a lighting-only decoder 
(sometimes called a function decoder) 

to turn off rolling stock lighting from 
your DCC throttle when not needed. 

Track-occupancy detectors and 
accessory decoders may also draw cur-
rent from the DCC bus. Some of these 
devices are powered from external sup-
plies, while others take all their power 
from the DCC connection. Being an 
electrical engineer, it seems like when 
I help people work on their layouts, 
I’m banished under the benchwork to 
do wiring. Perhaps this (and the fact 
that I’m 6'3") has caused my aver-
sion to stringing wires under layouts. 
Therefore, I tend to use stationary 
decoders and track-occupancy detectors 
whose power comes from my DCC 
track bus rather than external power 
supplies. 

If you use stationary decoders pow-
ered from the track bus on a layout 
with stall-type switch motors, the 
stall current will always be there when 
your DCC system is powered up. A 
Tortoise (Circuitron) machine draws 
around 15mA, a Cobalt machine draws 
around 30mA, and a Switch Master 
draws about 40mA. I have nearly 30 
Tortoise machines on my layout, which 
adds about a half an amp to my DCC 
requirements. 

Many modelers add another bus 
separate from the track bus to power 
turnouts and other accessories. They 
do this to keep power to the switch 
machines in the event of a short circuit 
(like a train running through an open 
turnout). This may be driven by a sepa-
rate booster or an output of a DCC 
circuit breaker.

Power districts
Once the nominal current load has 
been added, you need to know where 
the current is being used. For this rea-
son, layouts are normally divided into 
power districts. These are electrically 
isolated sections of track (on a DC lay-
out they’d be called blocks) that allow 
for better distribution of power. If your 
current draw requires multiple boosters, 
you need to determine what sections 
of track each booster will power. For 
instance, a busy yard with numerous 
trains arriving and departing at the 
same time might need a dedicated 
booster (or two), while the rest of your 

layout might be powered from just one 
other booster. 

Additional boosters may be neces-
sary if your requirements don’t split 
evenly with the booster capacity. That 
busy yard may require 6 amps, while 
rest of the layout may only require 3 
amps. Though the total layout require-
ment is only 9 amps, 15 amps of “boost” 
is required—two 5 amp boosters in 
the yard and a single 5 amp booster 
for the rest of the layout. You might 
be tempted to try to carefully plan the 
exact requirements for each section, but 
that’s often impossible to do. It’s best 
to overestimate. I always round up a 
significant amount, as much as a third. 

Wiring multiple boosters isn’t hard, 
but you must follow the manufacturer’s 
manual carefully. The booster power 
supplies must meet the specifications 
of the booster and must be wired cor-
rectly. Most manufacturers require 
a common connection between the 
boosters, but don’t connect the outputs 
of the boosters together. 

Figuring your power requirements 
isn’t something you have to do right 
away. You may want to start with one 
booster and, as your layout require-
ments increase, add more. However, 
it’s good to have a general idea of what 
your future requirements are so that 
you can wire your layout accordingly. 

Booster

Number of
decoder-equipped
locomotives

Number 
of amps

Number 
of amps

Number 
of amps

=

Light bulbs in
passenger cars,
cabooses, etc.

Number 
of amps=

Number of
turnout motors
controlled by
accessory 
decoders

=

Lighted structures,
cranes, etc.,
controlled by
accessory decoders

=

This illustration shows the various things 
to consider when determining the 
current draw on a model railroad. 
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There are many options for DCC 
decoders today. Choosing the correct 
one may seem a little daunting, but 
it’s easier than you think if you follow 
these six tips.

1 The right fit. It might seem obvi-
ous, but the first consideration 

when purchasing a decoder is finding 
one that will fit in the locomotive. 
Where it goes, however, might not be 
as obvious. 

There are numerous drop-in (or 
plug-and-play) decoders available for 
just about every locomotive model 
manufactured in the past two decades. 
This type of decoder usually replaces 
the locomotive’s light board and is 
often the best choice. However, in 
some cases the decoder is designed 
for all locomotive models from a par-
ticular manufacturer. I’ve sometimes 
found that slight modification to the 

motor mounts or the locomotive’s shell 
is necessary. Usually it’s not difficult. 
Just take your time and make sure the 
decoder will fit.

Another type of plug-and-play 
decoder uses an 8- or 9-pin plug. Many 
locomotives, especially those advertised 
as DCC ready, have a receptacle for one 
plug or the other. Typically there’s a 
dummy plug in the light board that you 
remove before installing the new plug. 

Decoders equipped with plugs often 
have a 9-pin plug attached directly to 
the body and a removable harness that 
has a 9-pin plug on one side and an 
8-pin plug on the other. If the loco-
motive has an 8-pin receptacle, it’s a 
simple matter to plug in that harness. 
If it has a 9-pin receptacle, the decoder 
will plug directly into it. Separate 9-pin 
to 9-pin harnesses are also available. 

Plug-equipped decoders come in all 
shapes and sizes, so you have a good 

chance of finding one that will fit in 
your locomotive. I find it best to care-
fully measure the available space with 
calipers before trying to install the 
decoder. If you install the decoder in 
the locomotive without measuring first, 
the shell may not seat properly.

If a drop-in or plug-and-play 
decoder isn’t available for your locomo-
tive, or there isn’t a decoder with the 
features that you want, you may choose 
to hard-wire your own. You can hard-
wire decoders with an 8- or 9-pin har-
ness by cutting off the plug. Hardwiring 
a decoder gives you the freedom to 
place the decoder where it fits best. In 
several N scale locomotives, I’ve had to 
remove parts of the locomotive’s weight 
for the decoder to fit properly. You may 
also consider installing the decoder in 
the cab or fuel tank of a diesel. On a 
steam locomotive, you can try placing it 
in the smokebox, cab, or tender. Again, 
careful measurement and planning is 
key to a successfully installation. 

2 Current draw. It’s equally impor-
tant that the decoder is capable 

of supplying enough current for the 
locomotive’s motor. Decoders have a 
motor stall current rating, which has 
to be greater than the current your 
locomotive actually draws when stalled. 
Measure the locomotive’s stall current 
before converting it to DCC by placing 
an ammeter in series with a DC power 
pack and pushing down the locomotive 
until it stalls just long enough to make 
the measurement.

In reality, most decoders made for 
a particular scale can easily handle the 
current of a locomotive in that scale. 
Most HO locomotives draw well under 
1A; N scale locomotives draw less than 
750mA. Sometimes it’s even possible 
to use an N scale decoder in an HO 
locomotive.

6 tips for buying  
a DCC decoder

Mike replaced the original light/circuit board on this Athearn Genesis locomotive 
with a drop-in circuit-board-style decoder. 

Original light board

Drop-in 
decoder
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3 Motor control. There are several 
different motor control features 

available in today’s DCC decoders. 
Low-speed control can be accom-
plished by several different techniques, 
such as back-electromotive-force con-
trol (back-EMF). 

Decoder manufacturers have differ-
ent methods for implementing back-
EMF. Because of this, fine-tuning of 
the decoder may be necessary. Some 
decoders use different Configuration 
Variables (CVs) to control back-EMF, 
while in others it’s automatic. Until you 
are comfortable adjusting back-EMF, 
I recommend using the same brand of 
decoder or disabling back-EMF.

Some decoders have other methods 
to provide low-speed control. These 
usually involve variable duration and 
variable voltage pulses to the motor, 
both of which can be quite effective.

Besides low-speed control, it’s usu-
ally desirable for consisted locomotives 
to run at the same speed at a given 
throttle setting. There are two meth-
ods for speed matching locomotives. 
The first is through the use of CVs for 
Vstart, Vmax, and Vmid. By adjusting 
these CVs, you can set the voltage at 
throttle step 0, mid-throttle, and maxi-
mum throttle.

The second way to speed match 
locomotives is with speed tables. These 
are a series of CVs that set the volt-
age at each throttle step. When speed 
tables are enabled, the other speed 
control CVs are disabled. Speed tables 
take a bit more time to set up, but 
they typically do a better job of speed 
matching. 

Not all decoders offer both meth-
ods of speed matching. The National 
Model Railroad Association only 
requires the Vstart CV. Some decoders 
only have Vstart and the ability to use 
a speed table. Others don’t use speed 
tables. I recommend using the same 
method of speed matching for all of 
your locomotives.

4 Lighting functions. Locomotives 
equipped with DCC can dazzle 

you with lighting effects that weren’t 
possible with DC locomotives of the 
past. If this is important to you, make 
sure that the decoder you choose has 

enough functions to light everything 
you want. 

Prototype diesels have headlights at 
each end, illuminated number boxes, 
cab lights, ditch lights, ground lights, 
step lights, beacons, oscillating head-
lights, and Mars lights, among other 
lights. Most decoders have programma-
ble lighting effects for just about every 
one of these, but the number of avail-
able lighting functions can be limited.

If you use an 8-pin plug, only the 
front and rear headlights and one other 
function can be used. Often only the 
forward and reverse headlights are 
wired. Decoders with a 9-pin plug 
can have a total of four lighting func-
tions, but they may not all be wired. A 
decoder with an 8-pin plug often has 
an extra wire from the decoder that can 
be hardwired for an additional light. 

5 Sound. One of the biggest 
advancements in decoders offered 

in smaller scales is sound. Some mod-
elers prefer the exact sound for the 
locomotive’s prime mover as well as 
the correct bell and horn for a particu-
lar railroad. Others are content with 
generic locomotive sound effects.

There’s such a variety in sound 
decoders that it may take some time 
to find one that has the correct sounds 
and features you want. Regardless of 
the features you want, volume control 
is essential. Make sure there is an indi-
vidual control for each sound effect.

Manufacturers list the different 
sound decoders they offer on their 
websites. If a decoder isn’t available 
with the sounds that you need, recom-
mend it to the manufacturer. There’s no 
guarantee it will be made, but odds are 
if you need it, other modelers do too.

6 Resources. Model Railroader pub-
lishes decoder reviews and feature 

articles on decoder installation, and the 
DCC Corner column often gives how-
to information on decoders. Even if the 
installation isn’t for your exact locomo-
tive, the articles might help you decide 
which decoder you’d like.

Your local hobby shop may install 
decoders and may have some advice for 
you as well. Even if the shop doesn’t 
install decoders, the store owner or 

shop employees may be able to provide 
input based on what they’ve been sell-
ing to (and hearing from) customers.

Decoder manufacturer websites 
have a wealth of information, including 
recommended decoders for a locomo-
tive, installation photos, lists of avail-
able sounds, and—perhaps the most 
useful—manuals for each decoder. 
Reading a manual or two will give you 
a good idea of a decoder’s features. 
After you narrow your selection, you 
can read the complete decoder manual 
before purchasing the decoder to make 
sure it’s the one you want.

There are also Internet discussion 
groups for almost every type of DCC 
interest. Chances are someone has 
tried the decoder installation you are 
attempting. Group etiquette is to check 
the archives for the answer to your 
question prior to posting a question.

With so many decoders to pick 
from, it’s easy to understand why mod-
elers get nervous when making this big 
purchase. But if you keep these six tips 
in mind, your next decoder purchase 
will be a far less nerve-wracking event.

This photo shows the various shapes 
and sizes of Digital Command Control 
decoders, including drop-in style and 
those with and without plugs. Other 
manufacturers include Model Rectifier 
Corp., Train Control Systems, and ESU.

Lenz 
(without 
plug)

Lenz 
(8-pin 
plug)

NCE

SoundTraxx
Digitrax
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Mobile decoders used in locomotives 
and stationary decoders used to oper-
ate accessories can be customized using 
configuration variables (CVs). Think 
of a CV like a file folder with a piece 
of paper in it. With your DCC system, 
you can write a number on that piece 
of paper and put it back in the folder. 
The decoder can look at the number in 
the folder and act upon its value. Since 
there are many CVs, there are many 
different file folders in a single decoder. 

Types of CVs
Configuration variables range from the 
very simple (decoder address) to more 
complex (back-electromotive-force 
control). The CVs control a variety 
of features, from lighting effects to 

what style of horn is played by a sound 
decoder. 

Not all makers’ decoders have the 
same CVs, and even those that do 
often don’t work in the same way. 
There are, however, several essential 
CVs designated by the National Model 
Railroad Association (NMRA) to 
operate the same way in all decoders. 

One of those is CV1. This is the 
primary address, sometimes called the 
two-digit or short address. When the 
DCC system instructs a decoder what 
to do, it first sends an address through 
the rails so a specific decoder knows 
to listen for commands. The values 
for CV1 can be 0 to 127, but not all 
systems use the entire range. In some 
decoders, a value of 0 for CV1 takes 

the decoder out of DCC. Other DCC 
systems don’t use addresses between 
100-127, making it truly a two-digit 
address. 

I find the range of 1-127 too lim-
iting for my decoder addresses, so I 
make use of CVs 17 and 18, which are 
the extended address CVs, sometimes 
called the four-digit or long address. 
This lets me use the locomotive’s 
three- or four-digit road number for 
the decoder address. Configuration 
variables 17 and 18 combine to create 
any number between 1 and 10,239, 
though many DCC systems limit that 
range. Some systems treat any address 
below 100 as a primary address, while 
others will not support addresses above 
9,999. A few DCC systems won’t rec-
ognize extended addresses at all. 

Knowing how CVs 17 and 18 work 
is important because it’s possible to 
program a locomotive on one layout 
and move it to another model railroad 
that has different decoder restrictions 
and not be able to use it. 

For example, you may program 
the extended address to 35 with one 
DCC system and then try to operate 
it on another layout where that isn’t 
a valid four-digit address. When you 
select that locomotive with a throttle, 
it will recognize a two-digit address as 
a locomotive with CV1 programmed 
to 35 instead of CV17 and CV18 pro-
grammed to 35, and you won’t be able 
to operate it. In this case, CV29 must 
be programmed to tell the decoder to 
use the extended address instead of the 
primary address. 

Now that sounds complicated, 
doesn’t it? Sometimes it is. Combining 
CV17 and CV18 to create a number 
for an address isn’t always an easy task. 
Thankfully, most DCC systems take 
care of the math for you. Often, the 
fact that you’re programming these 

Configuration 
variable (CV) basics  



Bit number Bit 0 Bit 1 Bit 2 Bit 3 Bit 4 Bit 5 Bit 6 Bit 7

Value 1 2 4 8 16 32 64 128

Purpose Direction Obsolete Power 
conversion

Bi-directional 
communication

Speed table Extended 
addressing

Reserved Accessory 
decoder

Configuration variable 29 controls more than simply what address to use for a decoder. This table shows the different bit 
numbers, values, and purposes.
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CVs is completely transparent to the 
user. All you need to know is that you 
want to program the four-digit address. 

Configuration variable 29 is a 
unique CV because it controls many 
important features. Some DCC sys-
tems configure CV29 automatically, 
but others do not. To program CV29 
yourself, you must learn a little bit of 
how a computer works. 

Computers use numbers in the form 
of bytes (pronounced “bites”). Each 
byte is made up of 8 bits, and each bit 
can be either a “1” or a “0”. 

Each CV is one byte of informa-
tion, so there are 8 bits numbered 0-7 
(computer engineers prefer counting 
things starting with zero). The bits of 
information in CV29 enable or disable 
features. To get the number to program 
into a CV, add up the value of each bit, 
as in the chart above. 

Bit functions
What does each bit do? Bit 0 controls 
whether the locomotive moves forward 
or back when the throttle is set to for-
ward. A zero in bit 0 means forward, 
and a one in bit 0 means reverse. This 
is useful with a wired decoder where, 
during installation, the gray and orange 
wires to the motor are accidentally 
reversed. It’s also helpful with a drop-in 
decoder when you want the locomotive 
to run long hood forward. 

Bit 1 is basically a holdover from 
the early days of DCC using 14 speed 
steps. It’s largely ignored by modern 
decoders. 

Bit 2 controls whether the locomo-
tive converts to DC or another com-
mand control system in the absence of 
a DCC signal.

Bit 3 enables bi-directional com-
munication. Not all decoders or DCC 
systems support this. 

Bit 4 enables a speed table. Speed 
tables are helpful when you’re speed 
matching different locomotives. (See 

more on speed matching on pages 
52-53). 

Bit 5 enables CV17 and 18 to be 
used for addressing the locomotive. 

Bits 6 and 7 aren’t used on most 
locomotive decoders. 

How does this all work? If you want 
your locomotive to travel in reverse 
with the throttle set to forward and to 
enable extended addressing, you’d add 
the values for bits 0 and 5 and program 
that value into CV29 (1 + 32 = 33.) 

Many other CVs are divided into 
separate bits like this as well. Each bit 
of the CV controls a feature. Added 
up, the bit values give the final value 
to program into that CV. Many CVs 
just use the total value, such as CV2, 
the start voltage. The higher the CV 
value, the more voltage is applied to 
the motor at speed step 1 set by the 
throttle. 

Changing CVs
There are a few ways to change CVs. 
Most DCC systems have terminals on 
the command station for a program-
ming track. These are connected to a 
piece of track isolated from the rest of 
the layout. Mine is on my workbench, 
but you could use a siding as long as 
it’s electrically isolated from the rest of 
the layout. 

A locomotive on a programming 
track can have its CVs changed in 
service mode programming. Using the 
DCC throttle or a control panel, the 
CV can be modified or read back. Only 
one locomotive can be on the program-
ming track at a time. Some sound 
decoders draw more current than 
some programming tracks can supply. 
SoundTraxx and DCC Specialties sell 
programming boosters to overcome 
that problem. 

Certain decoders and DCC systems 
will also take advantage of operations-
mode programming, or programming 
on the main. This uses any track on 

your layout to program CVs. Any 
number of locomotives can be on the 
track at the same time. 

Reading back CVs on the screen 
of your throttle is useful when you’re 
experimenting with CV values like 
speed matching, ditch light flashing 
rate, or sound volume. However, CVs 
can’t be read back in operations mode. 

If programming CVs seems com-
plicated, don’t worry. Other than the 
locomotive address, you don’t have 
to program any CVs. However, there 
are several ways to figure out how to 
program CVs. Many decoder manu-
als contain step-by-step instructions. 
Some DCC systems are very intuitive 
and walk you through the steps in plain 
English. In my opinion, the coolest 
method for programming CVs is with 
a computer. 

There are several ways to connect 
your computer to your decoder. The 
first is through your DCC system. 
Many DCC systems have computer 
interfaces available. Software, such as 
the free DecoderPro (jmri.sourceforge.
net), allows you to select decoder fea-
tures with the click of a mouse. Model 
Rectifier Corp. also has decoder pro-
gramming software (www.modelrec.
com). 

You can also connect your computer 
to your decoder through program-
ming boxes such as Digitrax’s PS3, 
QSISolutions’ Quantum Programmer, 
and ESU’s LokSound Programmer. 
Originally intended for programming 
sound decoders, they also allow you to 
program other CVs. Each is a small 
box that connects to either the USB 
or serial port of your computer and to 
your programming track. Do not con-
nect these boxes to your DCC system. 

Configuration variables may sound 
intimidating, but with a little patience 
and the aid of your DCC system or 
computer, you can get the most out of 
your decoder. 
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How sound decoders 
work
Thanks to sound decoders, you can 
make model locomotives sound like 
their full-size counterparts. I’m often 
asked how they work. Recordings of 
prototype locomotives are used to 
reproduce the sounds. These recordings 
are converted into a format that can be 
stored within the decoder.  

Sound consists of waves of various 
air pressures traveling through the air. 
The tone of the sound is determined by 
the frequency of the wave; the volume 
depends on the pressure level. A micro-
phone converts sound waves into simi-
lar electrical waves. The frequency of 
the waves is the same as the frequency 
of the sound pressure waves. The pres-
sure level (volume) is converted in the 
amplitude (voltage) of the electrical sig-
nal. The sound is still an analog signal 
at this point. It is converted to digital 
format using an analog-to-digital con-
verter (ADC). This device measures the 
voltage at intervals called the sample 
rate. In order to reproduce the wave-
form later, the sample rate has to be at 
least twice the highest frequency of the 
recorded sound. Audible sound is in the 
range of 20 Hz to 20 kHz, so the sam-
ple rate of the ADC must be at least  
40 kHz. In other words, a sample must 
be taken at least every 25 microseconds. 

The voltage measured by the ADC 
is expressed in a binary number of a cer-
tain amount of bits. A bit is either a 1 
(a voltage level) or 0 (zero voltage). The 
more bits, the more faithful the digi-
tized waveform will be to the original 
analog waveform. An example of a digi-
tized waveform is atop the next page. 

For example, let’s say that the maxi-
mum analog voltage the ADC can dig-
itize is +/- 2 volts (V) and the ADC 

is only 4 bits wide. Each bit is worth 
twice the value of the previous bit. 
With one bit, there are two different 
values, zero and one. With two bits, 
four different values can be determined 
by using a combination of the two bits 
like this: 00, 01, 10, and 11. With 4 
bits, 16 different voltage levels can be 
determined. 

Since the voltage range is +2V to 
-2V, that’s a total of 4V, 2V above zero 

Adding sound
Many hobbyists strive to make their steam and diesel 
locomotive models look like the real thing. But those 
superb-looking models can be taken to the next level 
with sound. 

Sound decoders have changed greatly in a short 
amount of time. Early decoders featured a generic 
library of steam or diesel locomotive sounds. Today’s 
offerings are often based on recordings of full-size 

locomotives with well-rendered steam locomotive 
chuffs, diesel engine rumble, and prototype-specific 
air horns, steam whistles, and bells. Some companies 
offer downloadable sound files that can be used to 
customize a sound decoder.

Keep reading to see four sound decoder installa-
tion projects. With the right decoder and speaker, you 
can add sound to almost any locomotive. 

The rumble of diesel engines and the blast of an air horn are just a few prototype 
sounds we can add to our model locomotives. Mike explains how sound decoders 
work. Cody Grivno

5
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I’m in the process of building my ver-
sion of the N scale Salt Lake Route, 
Model Railroader’s 2010 project layout. I 
want to have a fleet of sound-equipped 
locomotives operating trains on the 
layout, but none of the models I want 
are available with factory-equipped 
sound. I chose to use a Digitrax SDN-
144K1E sound decoder, and with a bit 
of modification I was able to install it 
in my Kato EMD SD70ACe (these 
modifications will also work the firm’s 
SD70MAC). 

The SDN-144K1E is designed 
for the Kato SD40-2 and General 
Electric Evolution-series locomotives. 
However, the speaker and capacitor 
won’t fit inside a Kato SD70ACe or 
SD70MAC. The fuel tank on these 
models is too shallow to mount a 

To make room for the speaker and capacitor, Michael milled .080" from the frame 
with a Dremel high-speed cutting bit. Jim Forbes

Add sound to a 
modern diesel

Michael modified a Digitrax decoder to fit inside a Kato N scale SD70ACe. His easy-to-follow techniques can also be used on the 
firm’s SD70MAC. Michael Asmussen 

By Michael Asmussen

.080"

Dremel no. 199 
high-speed 
cutting disk

Capacitor bank

Digitrax SD10188 speakerDigitrax SDN-144K1E sound decoder
Motor clips

Milled frame

1
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Besides controlling your locomotive’s 
movement and sound, DCC also lets 
you control a variety of lighting effects. 
Just about every kind of light you see 
on a full-size locomotive can be dupli-
cated on a model. 

Prototype lighting
In addition to the front and rear head-
lights, prototype locomotives have 
numerous other lights you may not be 
aware of. Modern diesels are equipped 
with ditch lights (Canadian locomo-
tives have had them for years) that can 
alternately flash when the air horn is 
blown. Diesels from earlier eras had 
oscillating signal lights (Mars lights or 
Gyralites) and rotating rooftop bea-
cons. Platform lights, cab lights, and 
step lights have been features on diesels 
since their early days. 

Lighting effects aren’t just for die-
sels. Steam locomotives were almost 
always equipped with classification 
lights and sometimes signal lights, 
and the tenders had marker lights. 
Although not a light, per se, the glow 
of the firebox was often visible at night.

Digital Command Control decoders 
power lighting effects through function 
outputs. These outputs are activated 
by the throttle’s function buttons, and 
Configuration Variables (CVs) deter-
mine how these functions work. 

The term “function” is sometimes 
confusing because it refers to both 
an actual wire (or terminal) on the 
decoder and the buttons on a throttle. 
Not all decoders have a full range of 
outputs. If you want three different 
lighting effects on a locomotive, you 
must use a decoder with at least three 
function outputs. 

Each function output consists of 
a single wire or terminal. A com-
mon wire is used for all functions to 
complete the circuit. On most decod-

ers, the blue wire is common, per 
National Model Railroad Association 
Recommended Practice 9.1.1. It’s usu-
ally around 12-14 volts (V). 

The function output is actually a 
ground connection when the function 
is on. Some newer decoders have a 
+5V common for use with low-voltage 
light bulbs and light-emitting diodes 
(LEDs). A smaller resistor is needed 
for these lights. 

Most decoders use two function 
outputs to control the headlights—one 
for the front and one for the rear. The 
default setting for the headlight control 
is F0. When the locomotive is mov-
ing forward, the front headlight is on. 
When the locomotive is in reverse, the 
rear headlight is illuminated. 

On a full-size locomotive, the engi-
neer controls which headlight is on. 
In some cases, such as yard engines, 
both are on at the same time. Because 
of this, I reprogram my decoders to 
use F0 to control the front headlight 
and another function button to control 
the rear, regardless of direction. This 
is called “function mapping.” Not all 
decoders allow function mapping, and 
even if they do, they may not allow all 
of the outputs to be mapped to all of 
the function buttons. 

Ditch lights also require two func-
tion outputs if you want them to flash 
alternately. The common wire is con-
nected to both ditch lights and two 
function outputs are connected, one to 
each light. 

Over the years, there have been 
a number of different lights used on 
prototype locomotives. For example, a 
strobe light is an electronic device that 
flashes suddenly to full brightness and 
shuts off just as suddenly. Some loco-
motives have two strobe lights, used 
to get the attention of motorists, that 
alternately flash. Other strobes flash 

twice in rapid succession, then pause. 
Another type of light found on 

locomotives from the 1960s through 
the 1990s is a rotary beacon. These 
lights, used to locate engines in yards, 
slowly get bright and slowly dim. 

Effects programming
There are DCC decoders that can 
simulate these effects and many more, 
so you must make sure you choose a 
decoder that can provide the lighting 
effects you want. Not all decoders let 
you program lighting effects on all of 
the function outputs, and some don’t 
support any lighting effects. 

A summary of each decoder’s fea-
tures is usually listed on the front of 
the package, but I’d recommend read-
ing the decoder manual first. Most 
manuals are available at the manufac-
turer’s Website.

To get the lighting function output 
to do something other than be on con-
stantly, you must program CVs. The 
CV number and the CV value will vary 
between decoders. By programming the 
lighting effect CVs with different val-
ues, various effects can be achieved. 

There is typically a CV for each 
function output. A list of values for 
each effect is in the decoder manual. 
In some cases, the flash rate or light 
intensity can be programmed. 

Another thing to consider when 
choosing a decoder is the output cur-
rent available on the function outputs. 
A single function output must be able 
to supply the current for all lights con-
trolled by that function. Light bulbs 
can draw anywhere from 10mA to 
100mA, and LEDs use between 5 and 
20mA. Today’s decoders can usually 
supply enough current for all but the 
biggest lighting jobs. 

Most new locomotives use 1.5V 
bulbs. If the blue common wire is used, 

Controlling 
locomotive lighting
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